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 Chicago Sun-Times, What rivalry? Cubs stay business casual as Brewers celebrate walk-off victory 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/rivalry-cubs-business-brewers-celebrate-walkoff-win/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Four games back after walk-off, Brewers still believe they can catch the Cubs 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/chicago-cubs-milwaukee-brewers-christian-yelich-javy-baez-
kris-bryant/ 
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Walk-prone Tyler Chatwood has uncertain future with Cubs 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/uncertain-future-cubs-walk-prone-tyler-chatwood/ 

 

 The Athletic, Cole Hamels trolls the Brewers and — believe it or not — the Cubs are still right 
where they expected to be 
https://theathletic.com/503919/2018/09/03/cole-hamels-trolls-the-brewers-and-believe-it-or-not-
the-cubs-are-still-right-where-they-expected-to-be/ 
 

 The Athletic, Where do the Cubs go from here with Tyler Chatwood? 
https://theathletic.com/503420/2018/09/03/where-do-the-cubs-go-from-here-with-tyler-
chatwood/ 

 

 Cubs.com, Crew walks off; should Bryant have gone home? 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/anthony-rizzo-hits-big-homer-but-cubs-fall/c-293151702 
 

 Cubs.com, Javy motors around bases, provides early spark 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/javier-baez-uses-legs-to-get-cubs-on-board/c-293159970 
 

 Cubs.com, Chatwood activated, ready for fresh start in 'pen 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-activate-tyler-chatwood-from-dl/c-293155448 

 

 ESPNChicago.com, Cubs' Cole Hamels takes jab at Brewers fandom 
http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/24569763/chicago-cubs-pitcher-cole-hamels-takes-dig-
milwaukee-brewers-fans 

 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Anthony Rizzo finds the silver lining in loss to Brewers: 'It's good to get 
smacked in the face a little bit' 
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/anthony-rizzo-finds-silver-lining-loss-brewers-its-good-
get-smacked-face-little-bit 
 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Boom, roasted: Cole Hamels absolutely destroyed Brewers fans 
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/boom-roasted-cole-hamels-absolutely-destroyed-
brewers-fans-miller-park-cubs-fans-rivalry 
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 NBC Sports Chicago, Cubs still don't have any answers with Tyler Chatwood 
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/cubs-still-dont-have-any-answers-tyler-chatwood-
duensing-maddon-postseason-bullpen-roster 

 

 Chicago Tribune, Kris Bryant on questionable game-ending play: 'I don’t know what I would’ve 
done differently' 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-kris-bryant-brewers-20180904-
story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cole Hamels calls out Brewers fans: 'When you have majority Cubs fans in the 
stands, I don’t know if that’s a rivalry yet' 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-cole-hamels-brewers-rivalry-
20180903-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs blow late lead, fall to Brewers 4-3 as Joe Maddon and Carl Edwards Jr. 
ejected 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-brewers-20180903-
story.html#nt=oft03a-2gp2 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs slugger Anthony Rizzo becomes the first left-handed hitter to take Josh 
Hader deep 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-anthony-rizzo-home-run-
20180903-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Brewers left-hander Wade Miley presents challenge for Cubs 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-joe-maddon-lineup-20180903-
story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Tyler Chatwood faces an uncertain offseason: 'He doesn’t know where the ball is 
going right now' 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-tyler-chatwood-wildness-
20180903-story.html 
 

 Chicago Tribune, Joe Maddon: Ben Zobrist deserves the NL Comeback Player of Year honor 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-ben-zobrist-comeback-
20180903-story.html 
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Chicago Sun-Times 
What rivalry? Cubs stay business casual as Brewers celebrate walk-off victory 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
MILWAUKEE — The music still played in the Cubs’ clubhouse after a tough-looking loss Monday, the 
volume a little lower and the Bob Marley strains more subdued than a victory mix. 
 
Beyond that, however, it was a lot harder to be sure the Cubs had lost than it was to be sure the 
Brewers had won, based on the emotions running through the clubhouses after the Brewers’ dramatic 
4-3 victory on a smash to third by Christian Yelich with the bases loaded in the ninth inning. 
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‘‘I can totally live with that,’’ said Cubs third baseman Kris Bryant, who was the target of immediate 
Twitter-cism for his decision to go where his momentum took him, step on third and try for an inning-
ending double play rather than throw to the plate. ‘‘It was a great play; it just happened to not work out 
in my favor. But if it did, I look like a hero. It’s funny how this works.’’ 
 
See? 
 
Kris Bryant, who came up short on a critical double play attempt in the ninth, greets Anthony Rizzo at 
the plate after a two-run homer in the eighth Monday. 
 
Even after Yelich beat the throw to first and set the Brewers off on a playoff-like celebration, the Cubs 
still had a four-game lead in the National League Central with 25 to play. And the rotation still had a 2.26 
ERA in the last 18 games. 
 
Even after Carl Edwards Jr. walked Ryan Braun to load the bases in the eighth, then walked Mike 
Moustakas to force home the tying run, then got ejected — joining already-ejected manager Joe 
Maddon — the Cubs still had the best record in the league. 
 
And even after Steve Cishek hit two batters and walked another in the ninth to set the stage for Yelich, 
the Cubs finished the day 10-4 more than halfway through a 23-games-in-23-days grind. 
 
‘‘I think we know what’s at stake,’’ said newcomer Cole Hamels, who pitched another six strong innings 
and has a 1.00 ERA in seven starts with the Cubs. ‘‘If you look at the way that we’ve been playing, this is 
— what? — the third loss in two weeks. That’s where you really just kind of look at it as we lost a tough 
one to a good team. But we do know how to come out tomorrow, and we do know how to turn the page 
and accomplish what we need to accomplish.’’ 
 
Whether that’s simply the difference between a two-time defending division champion with 17 World 
Series veterans and a less tested team trying to get there, it probably says at least as much about how 
well the Cubs are positioned. 
 
‘‘Obviously, we’ve done it a few times,’’ said first baseman Anthony Rizzo, whose two-run home run in 
the eighth — the first by a left-handed hitter against lefty Josh Hader — gave the Cubs a short-lived lead. 
‘‘But we don’t ever take it for granted.’’ 
 
Hamels, who played for the Phillies and Rangers before the Cubs acquired him in July, doesn’t even 
seem to see this as a rivalry series. 
 
‘‘That’s kind of tough because I know the rivalries that I’ve had in the past, you can definitely feel it,’’ he 
said, referring to fisticuffs-caliber series between the Phillies and Mets when those fan bases had 
something at stake. ‘‘When you have a majority of Cubs fans in the stands, I don’t know if that’s a rivalry 
yet. I’ve been in rivalries. They’re not going to like me for the comment, but you can look at ticket 
sales.’’ 
 
Rivalry? Not a rivalry? Tough loss? Emotional? Personal? 
 
‘‘It was a fun atmosphere,’’ Rizzo said of the Cubs-partisan, 44,000-strong vibe at Miller Park. ‘‘It was 
good to get smacked in the face a little bit. Not everything’s going to go our way all the time. We fought 
back; we just came up short.’’ 
 
Somebody turn up the Bob Marley. 



 

 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Four games back after walk-off, Brewers still believe they can catch the Cubs 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
MILWAUKEE — It was as though 20,000-plus people had suddenly lost their best friend. That’s how 
silent a pro-Cubs crowd went during the ninth inning Monday. As the Brewers mounted the rally that 
would result in a 4-3 walk-off victory, all the fans in Santo, Sandberg, Rizzo and Bryant jerseys seemed to 
figure it out at once: 
 
The Cubs were about to lose a game they’d come from behind in just an inning earlier on a monstrous 
Anthony Rizzo home run. And the National League Central race that might’ve seemed like a foregone 
conclusion on the way up I-94 Monday morning could be uncomfortably crowded at the front by 
Wednesday. 
 
Seriously, what if the Brewers sweep this three-game series? Can’t it happen? Of course it can — and it 
would leave them only two games off the division lead. They’ve already won the last three games here 
against the Cubs, and four of the last five overall, to rewrite the narrative created by the Cubs’ 8-1 start 
in the season series. 
 
“That was the beginning of the season,” shortstop Orlando Arcia said. “Now things are going our way.” 
 
As Rizzo’s shot off wicked lefty reliever Josh Hader soared beyond the bullpen in right for a 3-2 lead, the 
Cubs seemed pointed toward the inevitable. Watching that ball fly and watching Rizzo’s smile as he 
rounded the bases and the fired-up reaction in the dugout, it was easy to think: It’s the Cubs’ division; 
the Brewers are just living in it. 
   
So it was a little jarring when Brewers outfielder Christian Yelich beat third baseman’s Kris Bryant’s 
throw to first in the ninth, allowing the winning run to score and setting off the sort of mob-scene 
celebration a team doesn’t bother with this time of year unless it sees itself as being in a fight it can win. 
 
Yelich threw his arms to his sides in a “safe” gesture as he crossed the bag, then held them like airplane 
wings as he glided across the infield dirt, behind second base and all the way into left field. Arcia tugged 
at Yelich’s jersey. Center fielder Lorenzo Cain — like Yelich, a first-year Brewer and an All-Star — skipped 
in the grass like a happy fool. 
 
A wild-card berth? Look, it’s not like the Brewers would turn one down. But they’re still aiming higher 
than that. 
 
“If we win the division, it would be a big step for us,” first baseman Jesus Aguilar said. “Nobody believes 
in us. It’s going to be a good show. We’ve still got a chance.” 
 
Overshadowed by the more famous (and possibly just plain better) Cubs, the Brewers nevertheless are 
loaded with talent. How else to describe a team that had five players at the All-Star Game this season? 
All five of them — Yelich, Cain, Aguilar, Hader and reliever Jeremy Jeffress — played Monday, which 
added up to a heck of a lot for the Cubs to contend with. 
 
No one has meant more to this upstart team than Yelich, who is Milwaukee’s answer to Cubs fans’ 
“MVP!” chants about Javy Baez. Veteran third baseman Mike Moustakas, acquired just ahead of the 



 

end-of-July non-waiver trade deadline, calls the 26-year-old Yelich one of the best players he has ever 
seen. 
 
Brewers fans — yeah, there were a few of them at Miller Park — gave their own “MVP!” chants after 
Yelich’s game-winning RBI. 
 
“Those are certainly two guys that belong in it,” Brewers manager Craig Counsell said of Baez, Yelich and 
the MVP race. “What I think is really cool is that both guys, they’re playing multiple positions. That really 
says something about — defensively — what they bring to the table.” 
 
As soon as Counsell saw Bryant move to step on third to try to start a double play, rather than throw 
home for a bases-loaded forceout, he knew the game was over. And what a finish it was. 
 
“For some reason, the games that we’re playing here against the Cubs, it doesn’t matter how it starts 
out — it’s going to finish something like that,” Counsell said. “It’s been pretty consistent. You better 
make sure you have a ticket for it.” 
 
There is, as they say, a lot of baseball left. There are five more Cubs-Brewers meetings alone. 
 
“You get a chance to control your own destiny,” said newly acquired outfielder Curtis Granderson, who 
walked against Carl Edwards Jr. leading off the eighth and scored the tying run. “This is exactly where we 
want to be.” 
 
Is it really? Four games back? A lot of folks who’ve watched the Cubs flex their excellence the last four 
years must doubt that. 
 
Worth noting: The Brewers have 10 walk-off victories, tied with the Cardinals for the most in all of 
baseball. The Cubs have lost in walk-off fashion 10 times, the most in the NL. 
 
If the Brewers run down the Cubs and pass them to win the race in 2018, it would be quite the spectacle 
— like 10, or maybe 100, walk-offs in one. 
 
No, it’s not likely to happen. Then again, that’s why they call it a collapse. It’s sudden and it’s shocking, 
and many a September one is etched into baseball lore. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Walk-prone Tyler Chatwood has uncertain future with Cubs 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
MILWAUKEE — Tyler Chatwood expected to be in a pennant race with the Cubs in September. But 
nobody expected this. 
 
On the day his replacement in the starting rotation pitched another six strong innings, Chatwood quietly 
returned to the Cubs after a miserable second start Sunday for Class AAA Iowa. 
 
Five months into a three-year, $38 million deal, the hard-throwing right-hander expected to lock down 
the back end of the Cubs’ rotation when the season started has no idea where the ball is headed when 
he lets it go. 
 



 

After a two-start rehab assignment for a mysterious hip injury, Chatwood will finish the season on mop-
up duty in the Cubs’ bullpen, his future with the team in doubt. 
 
‘‘The arm’s still great; the stuff is still great,’’ manager Joe Maddon said. ‘‘Obviously, it’s a command 
issue. We’ve just got to get him out there throwing strikes again. I don’t have any answers right now.’’ 
 
Chatwood has walked 93 in 101 2/3 innings, a pace that would make him the first Cubs pitcher with at 
least 100 innings to walk more than seven batters per nine innings. He’s at 8.23, which would make him 
one of only six pitchers in major-league history to top eight and the first since Bobby Witt 31 years ago. 
 
As if that wasn’t bad enough, he might have thrown his worst inning of the year to finish his start 
Sunday at Iowa. That third inning started like this: walk, walk, triple, walk, walk, hit-by-pitch. He struck 
out the seventh batter of the inning, then left the game. 
 
‘‘I’d like to believe an offseason of just chilling out [will help] and trying to become probably less 
mechanical and more external, just seeing the target and throwing the baseball to it,’’ Maddon said. 
 
What’s certain is that the way Chatwood is finishing this season, the Cubs can’t bank on him as a starter 
heading into next spring — if he’s still with the team. 
 
The Cubs have a club option for 2019 on left-hander Cole Hamels, who started Monday. And left-hander 
Mike Montgomery has proved this season he’s more than a capable option. And don’t forget right-
hander Yu Darvish. 
 
Could they even consider handing Chatwood a rotation job? Would he have to earn one in the spring? 
Something else? 
 
‘‘I think it’s too early to call something like that,’’ Maddon said. ‘‘And [I] hope there’s that epiphany that 
arises, and all of a sudden the ball’s going where he wants it to again. But it’s hard to really evaluate all 
that based on what we’ve seen to this point.’’ 
 
NOTE: The Cubs lost reliever Luke Farrell to the Angels in a waiver claim. Pitchers Rob Zastryzny and 
Cory Mazzoni cleared waivers and returned to Iowa. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Cole Hamels trolls the Brewers and — believe it or not — the Cubs are still right where they expected to 
be 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
MILWAUKEE — Cole Hamels, who has been a Cubs employee for 39 days, stood in the middle of Miller 
Park’s visiting clubhouse after a 4-3 walk-off loss on Labor Day and listened to a question about the state 
of the rivalry with the Milwaukee Brewers. 
 
Since getting traded from the Texas Rangers to a team desperate for pitching, Hamels has only come 
across as polished, polite and professional, speaking in full paragraphs during these postgame media 
sessions. That made it so jarring when the guy with a smile on his face and a “Hollywood” nickname 
went into troll mode, shrugging off a late-game meltdown in front of a sellout crowd of 44,462. 
 



 

“When you have majority Cubs fans in the stands, I don’t know if that’s a rivalry yet,” Hamels said. “I’ve 
been in rivalries. They’re not going to like me for the comment, but you can look at the ticket sales. 
When they start getting a little bit closer and their fans sell out, then I think that’s kind of the 
understanding. 
 
“It’s just a matter of us going out there and playing hard. It’s no [disrespect] to who they have in their 
dugout. They have great players and I know those guys want to win. But this game of baseball, you want 
to be able to see the fans in the stands and obviously that’s where you feel it the most. 
 
“To be able to have the Cubs fans travel in the masses that they do, it’s great to see. I was able to see 
that in Philly when we would come down and play in Washington and Phillies fans would come down in 
droves. 
 
“That’s just kind of the nature of where it is. It’s probably not going to sit too well with them. I think they 
probably observed it just as well as I did.” 
 
And with that, Hamels stepped through the group of reporters and said: “I gave you a good soundbite 
for the week.” 
 
What a way to begin a stretch of the Cubs and Brewers playing six times in 10 days. Hamels again looked 
like a Game 1 starter: This is the first time the Cubs have lost in his seven starts (1.00 ERA). But the 
Brewers stacked their lineup for October: Lorenzo Cain and Christian Yelich smacked back-to-back, two-
out RBI singles after Hamels balked in the fifth inning. 
 
Just when it looked like Milwaukee manager Craig Counsell utilized Josh Hader perfectly, Anthony Rizzo 
launched a 94-mph fastball onto the right-center field patio deck for the go-ahead, two-out, two-run 
homer in the eighth inning. Rizzo posed at home plate after beating Hader, the hybrid reliever who got a 
standing ovation here the first time he pitched after those racist and homophobic messages on his 
Twitter account resurfaced during the All-Star Game. 
 
If the Cubs think of the Brewers as a little brother, well, they didn’t really show it, losing their cool in the 
eighth and ninth innings when home plate umpire Gabe Morales ejected manager Joe Maddon and 
reliever Carl Edwards Jr., a bullpen rebuilt on the fly malfunctioned and third baseman Kris Bryant made 
the wrong split-second decision on the game-ending play. 
 
“You look at the record, and it’s like, ‘How did we get to this point?’” Maddon said, describing a surreal 
season that’s felt more like a Talking Heads song than “Go Cubs Go” on an endless loop. 
 
Yet here we are, listening to the ear-piercing noise inside Miller Park on Monday afternoon and hearing 
the soothing sounds of Bob Marley & The Wailers in the clubhouse after a walk-off loss that left the 
Brewers trailing by four games in the division race (with the St. Louis Cardinals lurking at 5 1/2 games 
back). 
 
The Cubs still have the National League’s best record (81-56) while getting one win from Yu Darvish and 
three quality starts out of Tyler Chatwood (combined offseason investment: $164 million). Closer 
Brandon Morrow (right biceps inflammation/bone bruise) hasn’t pitched since the All-Star break and 
there’s no way to know if he can become the same force the Los Angeles Dodgers unleashed during last 
year’s playoffs. 
 
Bryant has so far played in 79 out of 137 possible games (or 58 percent of the schedule). Javier Báez 
raised his game to that MVP level while injuries slowed down Addison Russell and the Cubs relied on 



 

their superior depth. David Bote — who else? — delivered perhaps the most memorable swing of the 
season with that walk-off grand slam against the Nationals on “Sunday Night Baseball” at Wrigley Field. 
 
At that moment, did anyone think Daniel Murphy would be the lineup savior in late August and the 
Cubs’ leadoff guy on Labor Day? 
 
“It’s been laborious,” Maddon said. “A lot of things have not clicked like we expected, particularly with 
the starting pitching. That is the part that may be hitting its stride at the right time. I thought it would 
look like this earlier in the year. 
 
“Of course, Cole being here. And, of course, we’re missing Morrow. But with what [Jesse] Chavez and 
[Jorge] De La Rosa have done since they’ve come on board — and I still like the way [Brandon] Kintzler is 
throwing the ball — the acquisitions have helped straighten out the bullpen. The acquisitions have 
helped straighten out the rotation. And then, of course, the acquisition of Daniel. 
 
“It’s almost a different team right now. Javy’s been playing short. Addison’s been out. Bote’s been 
playing third. KB’s out. And the ascension of [Ben] Zobrist, comeback player of the year. All this stuff has 
transpired right before our eyes almost unnoticeably. It’s just happened. You look up and here we are in 
September and you’re playing pretty good. 
 
“Yeah, we’re where we wanted to be. But how we’ve gotten here is a different path than we thought it 
was going to be coming out of camp.” 
 
The Cubs know what it’s like to play with enormous pressure and how to forget a disappointing loss. 
They also understand that pitching-and-defense is the formula in October. 
 
Edwards — who will be vital as a rare guy out of their bullpen with swing-and-miss stuff — walked Ryan 
Braun to load the bases with two outs in the eighth inning. Edwards fell behind 2-0 against pinch-hitter 
Mike Moustakas and Maddon popped out of the dugout and got in Morales’ face. Two fastballs later, 
Edwards walked in the game-tying run and screamed at Morales as he stormed off the mound toward 
the dugout. 
 
The ninth inning unraveled when Steve Cishek walked Erik Kratz and hit Orlando Arcia with a pitch (while 
he was trying to bunt). Catcher Willson Contreras allowed pinch-runner Keon Broxton and Arcia to 
advance on a passed ball. Cishek drilled Cain with another pitch to load the bases. Chavez got the 
groundball against Yelich, but it forced Bryant to make a diving stop and the momentum carried him 
toward third base. Instead of throwing to home plate, Bryant stepped on third base, fired the ball across 
the diamond and Yelich won the race to first. 
 
“It was like the perfect storm with a plus-plus runner at third, a plus runner hitting and it took me right 
to third,” Bryant said. “You just got to make a decision there — a snap decision — and that’s the one 
that I think most third basemen would make going towards the bag. 
 
“I don’t even know how I caught the ball in the first place. It was just a tough play. Looking back on it, I 
don’t know what I’d do differently. Obviously, you got to try to get the lead runner out at home. But in 
talking to Willson and some of the guys, they said, ‘I don’t even know if you would have had him right 
there.’ Just got to live with it. It’s tough.” 
 
Like Maddon said, some of this happens imperceptibly. Hamels came up with a tough Philly team that 
overtook the New York Mets and won the 2008 World Series. The Nationals eventually passed the 
Phillies, grew into playoff contenders and became both buyers and sellers this season. The Phillies are 



 

now part of a crowded field of teams trying to barge into October. Maybe that’s why Rizzo didn’t want 
to think about the idea of a Cubs-Brewers playoff series. 
 
“It’s September 3rd,” Rizzo said. “I don’t know what’s going to go on. We’re a long ways away from 
that.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Where do the Cubs go from here with Tyler Chatwood? 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
MILWAUKEE — This season began with manager Joe Maddon seriously entertaining a question about 
whether or not the Cubs had five Opening Day-caliber starters in their rotation. 
 
That sense of optimism — after investing $164 million in Yu Darvish and Tyler Chatwood and pairing 
those free agents with Jon Lester, Kyle Hendricks and José Quintana — gradually turned into frustration 
and eventually resignation. 
 
The Cubs still somehow made it to Labor Day with the National League’s best record, even with Darvish 
getting shut down with a stress reaction in his right elbow and Chatwood losing his job amid extreme 
control problems and the Cole Hamels trade with the Texas Rangers. It’s a credit to the durability of 
Lester, Hendricks and Quintana and a deep pool of position players and relievers. It’s Maddon’s positive 
aura, the way Theo Epstein’s front office plans for everything and a big-market franchise flexing its 
financial muscles to make the Daniel Murphy waiver deal with the Washington Nationals. 
 
Where does Chatwood fit into this picture? 
 
The Cubs activated Chatwood (left hip inflammation) from the 10-day disabled list before Monday’s 
game against the Milwaukee Brewers at Miller Park and will assign him to mop-up duty in September. 
Nearing the end of the first season of a three-year, $38 million contract, Chatwood may have already 
thrown his last meaningful pitch in a Cubs uniform. 
 
“We’ll just look for spots to get him out there,” Maddon said. “We’re not going to pop him in a rotation 
or anything. We’ll just keep working and attempt to get him out there and keep trying to unlock this 
thing. The arm’s still great. The stuff is still great. Obviously, it’s a command issue. But physically, he’s 
fine and the arm is really good. We just got to get him out there throwing strikes again. I don’t have any 
answers right now.” 
 
Chatwood is viewed as a talented pitcher, a hard worker and a good clubhouse guy. He clearly cares, 
letting out screams when he escaped a jam with a strikeout and showing his emotions when the big 
inning came crashing down on him. But feeling that tension with almost every pitch is an impossible way 
to exist as a big-league starter and the antithesis of what the Cubs have become under Maddon’s 
leadership. 
 
The Cubs weren’t the only team to see something in Chatwood, who agreed to his deal in early 
December in what turned out to be a glacially slow market for free agents. Chatwood had tied for the NL 
lead with 15 losses — even while pitching for an 87-win Colorado Rockies playoff team — but appeared 
to be a different pitcher away from Coors Field (3.49 ERA in 77 1/3 innings). 
 



 

“Coming out of Colorado, the road splits were much better,” Maddon said. “But the lack of command 
this year is the issue. It’s not where he’s pitching. It’s just where the ball is going. More than anything, 
we just got to get him back in the zone.” 
 
Chatwood still leads the majors with 93 walks — White Sox right-hander Lucas Giolito is second with 77 
in almost 50 more innings — and profiles like a change-of-scenery guy (5.22 ERA/1.81 WHIP) this winter. 
During two rehab starts with Triple-A Iowa, Chatwood gave up seven runs, five hits and 10 walks in 6 2/3 
innings. 
 
Maddon sighed while answering a question about the organization’s outlook for Chatwood and the 
questions heading into next year. 
 
“I’d like to believe an offseason of just chilling out,” Maddon said, “and trying to become probably less 
mechanical, more external, just seeing the target, throwing the baseball to it. [There are] some things 
that we’re still learning about him. But as long as he’s well — which he will be and he is — [it’s] 
command. 
 
“I don’t even know what else to say. He just doesn’t know where the ball is going right now, obviously, 
on a consistent basis. We got to get him back to that. And if we can, the stuff is high-end.” 
 
Stuff happens: The Oakland A’s are somehow on pace to win around 95 games with ex-Cubs Edwin 
Jackson, Trevor Cahill and Brett Anderson so far combining to make 43 starts. 
 
But it’s hard to see the Cubs counting on Chatwood as part of their 2019 rotation, given Darvish’s health 
issues and the $20 million option on Hamels for next season. Lester, Hendricks, Quintana, Mike 
Montgomery and Drew Smyly are all under contract/club control next year. Realistically, Chatwood 
won’t be given the extended look in September that might change perceptions. 
 
“It would be a lot of conversations in the wintertime,” Maddon said. “Probably looking at him in the 
wintertime, workout-wise, and trying to observe all of that and make our best guess going into spring 
training. I think it’s too early to call something like that. You hope there’s that epiphany that arises, and 
all of a sudden, the ball’s going where he wants it to again. But it’s hard to really evaluate all of that 
based on what we’ve seen to this point.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Crew walks off; should Bryant have gone home? 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MILWAUKEE -- Kris Bryant had a nano-second to decide. The game was tied, and the Brewers had the 
bases loaded with one out in the ninth inning. Speedster Keon Broxton was on third. Christian Yelich 
smacked a grounder to Bryant, who stepped on the bag and tried to get an inning-ending double play, 
but Yelich beat the throw, Broxton was safe and the Brewers had the win. 
 
"It shouldn't have even gotten to that point," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said after the 4-3 loss to the 
Brewers on Monday at Miller Park. "We played a wonderful game. We walked too many people." 
 
It may be early September, but there was a postseason-like buzz at Miller Park. With the win, the 
Brewers pulled within four games of the Cubs in the National League Central. 
 



 

"The last couple years have been tight like this," Chicago's Anthony Rizzo said. "It's a fun atmosphere. 
We fought to the end." 
 
The Cubs had plenty of highlights. Javier Baez sprinted around the bases to score in the first, Cole 
Hamels was stingy and Rizzo provided some late-inning heroics with a two-run homer with two outs in 
the eighth off Josh Hader, which opened a 3-2 lead. There also were some lowlights, especially in the 
eighth when both Maddon and reliever Carl Edwards Jr. were ejected for arguing calls. 
 
With the game tied at 3 in the ninth, Steve Cishek walked Erik Kratz, who was replaced by Broxton. 
Cishek then hit two batters to load the bases. Jesse Chavez took over, and Yelich hit a grounder to 
Bryant, and boom, the game was over. 
 
"It was like the perfect storm with a plus-plus runner at third, plus-runner hitting," Bryant said. "It took 
me right to third. If it was a little closer to the bag, step on third, throw it to first. You just have to make 
a decision there, snap decision, and that's the one I think most third basemen would make going 
towards the bag. I don't even know how I caught the ball in the first place. It was a tough play. 
 
"Looking back on it, I don't know what I'd do differently. Obviously, you have to try to get the out at 
home. Talking to [catcher Willson Contreras] and some of the guys, they said, 'I don't know if you 
would've had a play [at home].' You've got to live with it, it's tough." 
 
"It was a great play by Kris," Maddon said. "He thought they had a shot to turn a double play, and that's 
why he did it. That's fine with me. Yelich is very fast. That's what he thought, so that's why he went in 
that direction. ... I told him, 'If you know for sure it's a double play, go for it, and if not, you have to go to 
the plate.'" 
 
Will Bryant rethink his decision in his head? 
 
"Not at all," Bryant said. "I can totally live with that. It was a great play. It just happened to not work out 
in our favor. If it did, I look like a hero. Maybe the next time, I take a shot throwing to home and 
hopefully we get him and live with that play, too." 
 
The Cubs had taken a 3-2 lead in the eighth when Rizzo launched a 2-1 fastball 395 feet into the right-
field bleachers, the first homer by a left-handed hitter off Hader. 
 
"[He's a] professional hitter," Hader said. "[The pitch] was off the plate, and he did what he had to do 
with it. That's the game of baseball. We got the win, and the end result is what matters." 
 
"He is the best," Rizzo said of Hader. "It's a tough matchup every time. He's got a plus fastball and plus 
slider. I was lucky to run into one there and put us ahead." 
 
Monday was the start of the Cubs' final 26 regular-season games, and 16 of those will be against NL 
Central teams. 
 
"You look at the record, and it's how did we get to this point -- it's been laborious," Maddon said in 
keeping with the Labor Day theme. "A lot of things have not clicked, particularly with the starting 
pitching. That's the part that may be hitting its stride at the right time. I thought it would look like this 
earlier in the year. Of course, Cole being here [has helped]." 
 



 

Hamels has definitely provided a boost as the Cubs have tried to fill in gaps created by Tyler Chatwood's 
struggles and Yu Darvish's injury. On Monday, Hamels struck out five over six innings. In his seven starts 
with the Cubs, he has a 1.00 ERA. 
 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
Agree to disagree: Curtis Granderson and Lorenzo Cain both singled in the Brewers' eighth against 
Edwards, who then struck out both Yelich and Jesus Aguilar. Edwards thought he'd struck out Ryan 
Braun on a curve, but it was called a ball and he walked to load the bases. Edwards fell behind 1-0 to 
pinch-hitter Mike Moustakas, and the next pitch was called a ball. Maddon argued the calls with home-
plate umpire Gabe Morales and was ejected. Edwards ended up walking Moustakas to force in the tying 
run. Edwards expressed his displeasure and also was ejected. 
 
"You have to make a pitch, you make a pitch," Edwards said. "You don't get the call, you don't get the 
call. … It was just frustration." 
 
"It was borderline," Maddon said of the pitch. "I'm defending my player there. If I'm wrong, I'm wrong as 
a manager. … I thought once I got kicked out, I thought he might be inspired." 
 
On the move: The Brewers took a 2-1 lead in the fifth because of their baserunning. With one out, 
Orlando Arcia singled and was safe at second during Cain's at-bat when Hamels was charged with a balk. 
Arcia then scored on Cain's single to tie the game. Cain stole third and tallied on Yelich's single to take a 
2-1 lead. 
 
"That's the type of play where it's judgement," Hamels said of the balk call. "Even though I made the 
attempt to go to first, we still didn't get him out. You just have to make pitches. When you have the top 
of the lineup coming up, these guys have been hitting real well. It's just a matter of trying to make the 
pitches. … You have to give them credit for being able to hit the gaps against our defense." 
 
SOUND SMART 
The Cubs endured their 10th walk-off loss, most in the NL. 
 
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 
With one out in the first inning, Baez singled and then scampered home when Cain misplayed Rizzo's 
single in center. According to Statcast™, Baez's Sprint Speed going from first to home was 29.3 feet per 
second, which is above the MLB average of 27 feet per second, and better than Baez's own season 
average of 28.8 feet per second entering play on Monday. In other words, he went from first to home in 
10.70 seconds. 
 
"As soon as Cain made the mistake, [third-base coach Brian Butterfield] was on top of it," Maddon said.  
 
HE SAID IT 
"We shot ourselves in the foot a little bit in not taking advantage of some opportunities. It was a great 
game all around. The fans were into it, it was loud, nice playoff atmosphere. We can't hang our heads on 
this." -- Bryant 
 
"We're not happy we walked people, they're not happy Hader gave up a home run. It's Major League 
Baseball in September. Both teams played well, and they beat us." -- Maddon 
 
UP NEXT 
Mike Montgomery (4-4, 3.82 ERA) will make his second start since coming off the DL in the second game 
of this series with the Brewers on Tuesday. So far as a starter, Montgomery is 4-3 with a 3.38 ERA in 14 



 

games. He lost his only start against the Brewers this year on June 13 despite giving up just one run over 
six innings. The Brewers will counter with Wade Miley (2-2, 2.18). First pitch is scheduled for 7:10 p.m. 
CT from Miller Park. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Javy motors around bases, provides early spark 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MILWAUKEE -- Javier Baez hit his 30th home run and notched his 100th run on Sunday. On Monday, he 
recorded what seems like his zillionth dash around the bases. 
 
With one out in the Cubs' first against the Brewers, Baez singled and then scampered home when center 
fielder Lorenzo Cain overran Anthony Rizzo's single. Baez avoided a tag at home plate, reaching around 
catcher Erik Kratz. 
 
According to Statcast™, Baez's Sprint Speed going from first to home was 29.3 feet per second, which is 
above the Major League average of 27 feet per second, and better than Baez's own season average of 
28.8 feet per second entering play on Monday. 
 
"As soon as Cain made the mistake, [third-base coach Brian Butterfield] was on top of it," manager Joe 
Maddon said after the Cubs fell in walk-off fashion, 4-3. 
 
On Sunday, Baez became the fifth player in Major League history to reach 35 doubles, nine triples, 30 
homers, 100 RBIs and 20 stolen bases in a single season, joining Carlos Beltran (2004), Andre Dawson 
(1983), Hank Aaron (1961) and Chuck Klein (1932). 
 
He's the first player in Cubs history to to reach 35 doubles, 30 homers, 100 RBIs and 20 stolen bases in 
the same season. And it's only Sept. 3. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Chatwood activated, ready for fresh start in 'pen 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MILWAUKEE -- Tyler Chatwood was activated from the disabled list on Monday. What's next for the 
Cubs' right-hander is tough to say as he tries to work on his command. 
 
"We'll just look for spots to get him out there," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said Monday. "We're not 
going to pop him into the rotation. We'll keep working and attempt to get him out there and keep trying 
to unlock this thing. The arm is great, the stuff is great. It's obviously a command issue. We've just got to 
get him out there throwing strikes again." 
 
Chatwood still leads the Major Leagues in walks (93) even though he's been sidelined with a sore left 
hip. He had a nightmarish third inning for Triple-A Iowa on Sunday. Chatwood walked the first two 
batters, then gave up a two-run triple, then walked the next two batters to load the bases. Chatwood hit 
a batter to force in a run, struck out a batter and was lifted. 
 



 

"I feel for the guy," said Cubs reliever Brian Duensing, who was rehabbing with Chatwood at Iowa at the 
same time and was also activated Monday. "I've got to give him credit. He keeps going out and keeps 
giving it everything he has. He's not quitting. I really hope something clicks and he gets back to his old 
self. 
 
"He's obviously better than what's going on, and everyone knows that," Duensing said. "There's some 
kind of disconnect there. Once he figures it out, he'll be back to his old self." 
 
When the Cubs signed Chatwood to a three-year contract in the offseason, they were hoping that 
getting him out of Coors Field was all the right-hander needed. In 2017, he was 3-8 with a 6.01 ERA in 
Denver and 5-7 with a 3.49 ERA on the road. It hasn't worked. This season, he's 4-6 with a 5.16 ERA in 20 
starts and has a 6.35 ERA in three relief appearances. 
 
Duensing watched Chatwood's side session and said the right-hander was spotting everything, and had 
good velocity and deception. 
 
"He even said, 'Baseball is fun again, let's do it,'" Duensing said. 
 
But Chatwood couldn't carry that over into the game on Sunday. 
 
"As a fellow teammate, as a fellow pitcher, you feel for him because you know what's going through his 
head," Duensing said. "It's a terrible feeling when you don't know where it's going. It's a lonely feeling 
on the mound." 
 
What's the outlook for next season? The hope is that he is back in the rotation. 
 
"We've got to get him back in the zone," Maddon said. "I'd like to believe that an offseason of chilling 
out and trying to become less mechanical and more external, just seeing the target and throwing the 
baseball to it [will help]. As long as he's well, which he is, command -- I don't know how else to say it. He 
doesn't know where the ball is going now." 
 
Comeback kid 
Ben Zobrist batted .232 in 128 games last season, and this year, he's ranked among the top four batters 
in the National League at .310. Maddon says Zobrist should be considered for the Comeback Player of 
the Year Award. 
 
"What Zobrist has done and based on his age and everything else, Zo for me is that guy," Maddon said. 
"Until we got Daniel [Murphy], he's set the tone offensively for this team. I know Javy [Baez's] numbers 
are wonderful, but the at-bats that Zo lays out every night, night after night that he plays, is different. I 
think he's influenced a lot of guys. 
 
"For me, Zo, I think he really epitomizes what that award should be." 
 
Long trip 
The charter flights for both the Cubs and the Brewers landed in Chicago on Sunday night as weather in 
Milwaukee altered their plans. Both teams rode buses to Milwaukee instead of trying to fly. Maddon 
was OK with the diversion. He watched the end of the game between the Angels and Astros on his iPad. 
 
-- 
 



 

ESPNChicago.com 
Cubs' Cole Hamels takes jab at Brewers fandom 
By Jesse Rogers 
 
MILWAUKEE -- It's not enough for the Chicago Cubs and Milwaukee Brewers to play intense games -- 
almost with a playoff-like atmosphere -- as they did again on Monday. They also seem to rile each other 
up off the field as well. 
 
New Cubs pitcher Cole Hamels added to the rivalry after the Brewers' 4-3 walk-off win -- though he 
wouldn't quite describe it that way. 
 
"When you have the majority of Cubs fans in the stands, I don't know if that's a rivalry," Hamels said 
bluntly after the road loss. "They aren't going to like me for the comment, but look at the ticket sales. 
When they start to get a little closer and their fans sell out, then I think that's kind of the understanding 
[of a rivalry]. But Cubs fans travel well." 
 
Speaking of ticket sales, it's not like the Brewers don't know what they're up against. Last winter, they 
offered tickets to their home games against the Cubs for Wisconsin residents only, at least before 
offering them to residents outside the state. The promotion doesn't seem to have made much of a 
difference, as Cubs fans have continued to pour into Miller Park. The 90-mile drive from Chicago doesn't 
faze them. 
 
Hamels also cited his days in Philadelphia when Phillies fans would travel to Washington for games 
against the Nationals, calling that a rivalry. 
 
Not so far with Milwaukee, according to the left-hander. 
 
"They have great players, but in this game of baseball, you want to see the fans in the stands," Hamels 
said. "To be able to have the Cubs fans travel in the masses that they do, it's great to see." 
 
Reaction to an eighth-inning home run by Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo -- the first given up to a 
lefty by Josh Hader in his career -- was a good example of how well Cubs fans travel. You wouldn't know 
a visiting player had hit it, as the crowd erupted, while giving the Cubs a 3-2 lead. 
 
It's not like there were no Brewers fans among the 44,462 in attendance, as the dramatic walk-off 
ground ball -- Kris Bryant went for a double play instead of throwing home -- elicited some noise as well. 
But overall, the crowd seems split on the very best days for the Brewers. 
 
"That's the nature of where it is [the rivalry]," Hamels said. "It's probably not going to sit too well with 
them." 
 
The win by Milwaukee drew them within four games of the Cubs for the Central Division lead in the 
National League. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Anthony Rizzo finds the silver lining in loss to Brewers: 'It's good to get smacked in the face a little bit' 
By Tony Andracki 
 



 

Anthony Rizzo watching his majestic dinger off Josh Hader could've been one of those signature 
moments in the story of the 2018 Cubs. 
 
Instead, the Cubs wound up watching as Christian Yelich narrowly beat Kris Bryant's throw to first base, 
prompting a huge celebration from the Brewers on the infield at Miller Park on Labor Day. 
 
Rizzo's two-run shot in the top of the eighth inning spun a 2-1 Cubs deficit into a 3-2 Cubs lead and 
represented the first home run Hader has EVER allowed to a left-handed hitter in the big leagues. 
 
It also was the second time this season the Cubs had gotten to the Brewers' ace reliever in Miller Park, 
but Milwaukee still found a way to end the holiday weekend four games back in the division. 
 
That doesn't mean the Cubs will spend much time wallowing in the loss. 
 
"It's good to get smacked in the face a little bit. Everything isn't gonna go our way all the time," said 
Rizzo, who talked up the way his team battled. 
 
Thanks to a stretch where they won 10 of 12 entering play Monday, the Cubs put themselves in such a 
good position that even in a worst-case scenario this week (getting swept in Milwaukee) they would still 
be in first place by at least two games as they boarded a plane to D.C. for a date with the Nationals 
Thursday. 
 
It was the 10th walk-off loss for the Cubs in 2018 (which ranks second-most in baseball) as the bullpen 
melted down in the eighth and ninth innings with both Carl Edwards Jr. and Steve Cishek struggling with 
their command. 
 
Both Edwards and manager Joe Maddon were ejected on a full-count pitch to Ryan Braun that was 
called a ball. 
 
Edwards insisted it was a strike while Maddon admitted the pitch was borderline and he was mostly 
arguing with home plate umpire Gabe Morales because he had to defend his player. 
 
But that Braun walk only loaded the bases with two outs in the eighth inning - the Cubs still held a 3-2 
lead until Edwards walked the next hitter (Mike Moustakas) on four pitches. 
 
In the ninth, Cishek walked the leadoff hitter, hit the next batter and then after a strikeout, hit Lorenzo 
Cain to load the bases and set the table for Yelich's heroics. 
 
"It's just another game," Maddon said. "We gotta put this one in the rearview mirror. We played well. 
See, whenever you play well and lose, I have no issues whatsoever. 
 
"When you play poorly, that's something that can last for a while. We played well. We came back. Our 
usual highly reliable bullpen had a tough afternoon." 
 
Bryant echoed his manager's thoughts. 
 
"It was a tough game, but they beat us," he said. "I think we kinda shot ourselves in the foot a little bit 
by not taking advantage of some opportunities. 
 
"But other than that, I mean, it was a great game all around. The fans were into it. It was loud - it was a 
nice playoff atmosphere. We can't hang our heads in this." 



 

 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Boom, roasted: Cole Hamels absolutely destroyed Brewers fans 
By Tony Andracki 
 
The Cubs may have lost Monday's game, but Cole Hamels was not about to let his team lose their spirit. 
 
The new Cubs ace turned in another stellar outing on Labor Day in Milwaukee, but it went for naught as 
the Cubs bullpen imploded in a 4-3 loss. 
 
After addressing his start and the game's outcome, Hamels was then asked about the "rivalry" between 
the Cubs and Brewers in the race for the NL Central and in turn, the 13-year MLB veteran absolutely 
owned Milwaukee fans. 
 
"I mean, that's kinda tough. I know the rivalries I've had in the past — you can definitely feel it," Hamels 
said. "When you have majority Cubs fans in the stands, I don't know if that's a rivalry yet. I've been in 
rivalries. They're not gonna like me for the comment, but you can look at the ticket sales. 
 
"I think when they start getting a little bit closer and their fans sell out, then I think that's kind of the 
understanding. But the Cubs fans travel well. They were representing us pretty well. I think it's just a 
matter of us going out there and playing hard.  
 
"It's no [knock] on who they have in their dugout — they have great players and I know those guys 
wanna win. But in this game of baseball, you want to be able to see the fans in the stands. And obviously 
that's where you feel it the most. So to be able to have the Cubs fans travel in the masses that they do, 
it's great to see. 
 
"I was able to see that in Philly when we would come down and play in Washington. The Phillies fans 
would come down in droves. And it would be predominantly Phillies fans in Washington's stadium. 
That's just kinda the nature of where it is. That's probably not gonna sit too well with them, but I think 
they probably observed it just as well as I did." 
 
Whoa. 
 
As if the Brewers weren't already feeling triggered by the invasion of Cubs fans into Miller Park, this 
certainly won't win Hamels any popularity contests with the Brewers. 
 
Then again, it certainly endeared the 34-year-old to his current team, as if his 1.00 ERA in 45 innings 
hadn't already won over Cubs fans. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Cubs still don't have any answers with Tyler Chatwood 
By Tony Andracki 
 
The Cubs bullpen got another wave of reinforcements Monday in Milwaukee, activating Tyler Chatwood 
and Brian Duensing off the disabled list. 
 



 

But while the two pitchers arrived at Miller Park at the same time and both have had disappointing 2018 
campaigns, they're in completely different places at the moment. 
 
Duensing looked and sounded refreshed, saying he felt good after another bout with left shoulder 
discomfort and liked the results of his last few outings in the minors as his velocity has started to tick 
back up. 
 
But Chatwood, on the other hand, is a different story.  
 
Well, not exactly. It's the same story — command is still the issue. 
 
The 28-year-old right-hander hit the disabled list last month with a hip injury and then went to Triple-A 
Iowa for a rehab start on Aug. 27, where he gave up 2 runs in 4.1 innings and walked 5 batters. 
 
Things got even worse in the second rehab outing Sunday when Chatwood was tagged for 5 earned runs 
in only 2.1 innings, again walking 5 batters. 
 
He's now walked 30 batters in his last 24.1 innings between the pair of rehab starts and the big leagues. 
 
So what now?  
 
"We just look for spots to get him out there," Joe Maddon said. "Not gonna bump him in the rotation or 
anything. It's just keep working and attempt to get him out there and keep trying to unlock this thing. 
 
"The arm's doing great, the stuff is still great. Obviously it's a command issue. Physically, he's fine. We 
just gotta get him out there throwing strikes again. I don't have any answers right now." 
 
There really aren't many answers to glean from anywhere on the Chatwood situation at this point. He 
believed he had found some things mechanically earlier in the season, but was "fighting it" in games and 
falling back into bad habits. 
 
Those adjustments never translated to resuts on the mound, even with a mini-break when he and his 
wife had their first child. Or when he was bumped out of the rotation and into the bullpen. Or now on 
the recent DL stint. 
 
To give you an idea of where Chatwood is at with his struggles: He has only pitched 7.2 innings in the big 
leagues since July 26 and yet he still has walked 16 more hitters (93-77) than the next closest pitcher in 
baseball — White Sox rookie Lucas Giolito, who has notched 49.1 more innings than Chatwood. 
 
This isn't a situation where the Cubs just cut ties with Chatwood after the year and call it a wash.  
 
He signed a three-year, $38 million contract over the winter and the Cubs had high hopes for him 
rebounding away from a hitter's environment in Coors Field and becoming a big part of the rotation in 
Chicago for the next few years. 
 
It obviously hasn't worked that way, but this is still only Year 1 of the deal and Chatwood doesn't have a 
history of terrible control issues. 
 
"I'd like to believe an offseason of just chilling out and trying to become probably less mechanical and 
more external — just seeing the target, throwing the baseball to it," Maddon said. "Some things we're 
still learning about him. As long as he's well — which he will be and he is — command. 



 

 
"I don't even know how else to say it. He doesn't know where the ball is going right now, obviously, on a 
consistent basis. We gotta get him back to that and if we can, the stuff is high end." 
 
Maddon couldn't project what the Cubs might do with Chatwood next spring, citing how hard it is to 
evaluate all that right now in the middle of a pennant race. 
 
Both Chatwood and Duensing were expected to be a big part of the Cubs' pitching staff prior to the 2018 
season, but it hasn't played out that way. 
 
Who knows if Duensing will be able to recover enough to be a part of the Cubs' postseason roster, 
though the bullpen could use another reliable left-handed option and he fit that bill all last season and 
as recently as May this year. 
 
But with Chatwood, the conversation is strictly on 2019.  
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Kris Bryant on questionable game-ending play: 'I don’t know what I would’ve done differently' 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Kris Bryant was in an unfamiliar spotlight Monday night at Miller Park, trying to explain why he made the 
wrong decision on the final play of the Cubs 4-3 loss to the Brewers. 
 
Like a closer after a blown save, Bryant calmly stood in front of his locker and took the heat. 
 
After fielding Christian Yelich’s hard grounder with the bases loaded and one out in the ninth, why didn’t 
he make the safer play to go to the plate for the force instead of trying for a game-ending double play? 
 
Bryant called it the “perfect storm” with a fast base-runner on third in Keon Broxton and another good 
base-runner at the plate in Yelich. Playing close to third in a five-man infield, Bryant fielded the scalding 
grounder and hurriedly ran towards third, touched the bag, whirled and threw to first. 
 
Yelich beat the throw as Broxton scored the winning run, starting a wild celebration by the Brewers, not 
to mention the second-guessing by those wondering what Bryant was thinking. 
 
“Just got to make a decision there, a snap decision,” he said. “And that’s the … decision most third 
basemen would make going towards the bag.” 
 
Bryant said: “I don’t know what I would’ve done differently,” adding catcher Willson Contreras told him 
there may not have been a play at the plate anyway. 
 
Manager Joe Maddon said he was OK with Bryant’s decision, but added: “I told him ‘If you know for sure 
it’s a double play, go for it. If not you’ve got to go to the plate.’ That’s exactly what I said. 
 
“But it shouldn’t even get to that point. Listen, we played a wonderful game, but we walked too many 
people. We put them in position to make the comeback.” 
 
First baseman Anthony Rizzo defended Bryant’s decision to go for the double play instead of the safer 
play. 



 

 
“It was a tremendous play, and it’s so bang-bang, that ball took him there (to third),” Rizzo said. “I didn’t 
see the replay, but I thought it was a good play.” 
 
According to brewers.com, Yelich's sprint speed topped out at 30.8 feet per second, and he was clocked 
at 4.18 second from home to first. 
 
"I saw him go to third, so I just started busting it, man," Yelich said. "You've got to find a way to get 
there. And I was able to beat it." 
 
Asked by a national reporter if he’d dwell on the decision that ended the game, Bryant didn’t hesitate. 
 
“Not at all,” he said. “It was a great play. It just didn’t work out in our favor. But if it did, I’d be a hero. 
 
“It’s funny how this works. Maybe the next time I take a shot at going to home and hopefully we get him 
and live with that play, too. Honestly, I don’t know.” 
 
Bryant then switched roles, asking the reporter: “What’s your opinion?” 
 
“Bang-bang either way,” the reporter replied, declining to tell Bryant he should’ve gone home. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cole Hamels calls out Brewers fans: 'When you have majority Cubs fans in the stands, I don’t know if 
that’s a rivalry yet' 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Cole Hamels says he knows rivalries, and Cubs vs. Brewers doesn’t fit the criteria. 
 
After an intense 4-3 loss to the Brewers on Monday before a before a Chicago-centric crowd of 44,462 
at Miller Park, the Cubs left-hander threw some shade at Milwaukee, suggesting the town is not ready 
for prime time. 
 
“I know the rivalries I’ve had in the past, you can definitely feel it,” Hamels said. “When you have 
majority Cubs fans in the stands, I don’t know if that’s a rivalry yet. They’re not going to like me for the 
comment, but you can look at the ticket sales. I think when they start getting a little bit closer and their 
fans sell out, I think that’s kind of the understanding. 
 
“But Cubs fans travel well and they were representing us pretty well. … It’s no (knock on) who they have 
in the dugout. They have great players. And I know those guys want to win. But in this great game of 
baseball you want to see the fans in the stands, and obviously that’s where you feel it the most. To be 
able to see the Cubs fans travel in the masses they do, it’s great to see. 
 
“I was able to see that in Philly when we would come down and play Washington. … That’s just kind of 
the nature of where it is. It’s probably not going to sit too well with them, but I think they probably 
observed it just as well as I did.” 
 
There was no disputing the fact Cubs fans took over the park on a rainy Labor Day afternoon. The 
pilgrimage up I-94 has been going on for years, and Milwaukee has grown accustomed to hearing Ryan 



 

Braun get booed every time he steps up to the plate here. On Monday the boos started when his name 
was announced during lineup introductions. 
 
Even Chicago native Curtis Granderson, acquired by the Brewers on Friday, said he had a lot of friends 
who are Cubs fans coming up for the game. He knows the Cubs have some built-in advantages of a big-
market team but said it doesn’t mean anything at this time of year. 
 
“In terms of the money and TV and stuff, that’s obviously something they do have,” he said. “At the 
same time it doesn’t make you a favorite or make one team an underdog. You still have to play between 
the lines. The money and the TV adds to popularity, which is something the Cubs have done an amazing 
job, like the Dodgers and Yankees, making sure they’re recognizable. But it doesn’t make them any 
better than anyone else.” 
 
The invasion of Cubs fans annoys Brewers owner Mark Attanasio, who tried to fix the problem last 
winter by approving a presale of tickets to Cubs-Brewers games for Wisconsin residents only. But that 
apparently didn’t work either. 
 
In truth, Attanasio really should thank Cubs fans for putting money in his pocket, even if he prefers to 
hold on to it instead of investing it back into his team. Other than Braun and Lorenzo Cain, the rest of 
the Brewers players make chump change, relatively speaking. It’s a credit to manager Craig Counsell that 
he gets so much out of this bunch, which has more heart than talent. 
 
The Cubs were able to pick up Hamels and Daniel Murphy for the stretch run because they were able to 
absorb part of their hefty salaries. The Brewers could’ve claimed Murphy but passed, like every other NL 
team. 
 
“I think there were (reasons) for each particular team that made them say no,” Counsell said. 
“Unfortunately (for us) he got to the Cubs. … He’s making a considerable bit of money, I think. That’s not 
nothing. That’s out of my realm, but it’s a factor.” 
 
Isn’t the ability to spend whatever’s necessary one of the Cubs’ advantages over the Brewers? 
 
“It’s one of their strengths,” Counsell said. “I’m not going to give them an advantage, but a strength — 
strengths they can use.” 
 
Monday’s series opener was a made-for-September treat, with comebacks, ejections, another Javier 
Baez MVP moment and a wild, walk-off finish on Kris Bryant’s snap decision to try for a double play 
instead of getting the runner at the plate. 
 
“Just funny how baseball works that way sometimes,” Bryant said. “It was a tough way to lose, but give 
credit to them too.” 
 
The Cubs and Brewers have five games left in the season series, and could meet again in the division 
series, a delicious scenario that could test Milwaukee’s ability to prevent the invasion of the ballpark-
snatchers. 
 
If that doesn’t work, building a wall at the Illinois-Wisconsin border may be its only hope. 
 
-- 
 



 

Chicago Tribune 
Cubs blow late lead, fall to Brewers 4-3 as Joe Maddon and Carl Edwards Jr. ejected 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs have built a four-game cushion in the National League Central since mid-July. 
 
Their ability to keep their division rivals at bay with 25 games remaining could come down to shoring up 
the little mistakes that surfaced Monday and led to a 4-3 loss to the second-place Brewers before an 
entertained crowd of 44,462 at Miller Park. 
 
Kris Bryant wasn’t about to beat himself up after the final play, when he tried to start an inning-ending 
double play with the bases loaded instead of taking a force out at home with the score tied. 
 
The Brewers’ Christian Yelich hit a hard ground ball to Bryant, who sprinted to step on third base and 
fired to first. Yelich beat the throw, enabling pinch-runner Keon Broxton to score the winning run and 
sparking a zany celebration by the happiest second-place team in the majors. 
 
“You just got to make a snap decision, and that’s the one that I think most third basemen would make 
going to the bag,” said Bryant, who was playing about 10 feet off the line when he made a backhanded 
stop. “But I don’t even know how I caught the ball. It was just a tough play. 
 
“But looking back on it, I don’t know what I’d do differently. You got to try to get the out at home. But 
after talking to (catcher) Willson Contreras and some of the guys, I don’t even know if you would have 
nailed (Broxton). You got to live with it. It’s tough.” 
 
Manager Joe Maddon said he could live with Bryant’s decision, praising him for making the stop. 
 
“(Bryant) thought he had a shot to turn a double play and that’s why he did it,” Maddon said. “That’s 
fine with me. Yelich is fast, but that’s what he thought, so that’s why he went in that direction. 
 
“If you know for sure it’s a double play, go for it. If not sure, go to the plate.” 
 
Besides, Maddon and others agreed the Cubs’ loss shouldn’t have been decided by Bryant’s decision. 
 
Carl Edwards Jr. walked two Brewers to force in the tying run in the eighth. Edwards was miffed that he 
didn’t get a called third strike on a high curveball on a 3-2 count to Ryan Braun with runners at second 
and third with two out. 
 
After two balls to pinch-hitter Mike Moustakas, Maddon was ejected by home plate umpire Gabe 
Morales. And after Steve Cishek was summoned from the bullpen, Edwards was ejected by Morales as 
the pitcher walked off the field. 
 
“I wanted to get my two cents in,” Edwards said. “That’s how I felt. A big pitch in a big game, but that’s 
his decision. 
 
“Nothing was built up. It was just frustration.” 
 
Cishek fared no better in the ninth, as he walked Erik Kratz and hit Orlando Arcia and Lorenzo Cain to 
load the bases with one out before the walk-off fielder’s choice. 
 



 

“We kind of shot ourselves in the foot a little bit and not taking advantage of some opportunities,” 
Bryant said. “But other than that, it was a great game all around. It was loud with a playoff atmosphere. 
Looking around the outfield, I didn’t see many seats open.” 
 
The Cubs scored their three runs in dramatic fashion. In the first inning, Javier Baez scored from first 
base on a single by Anthony Rizzo after Cain bobbled the ball in center field. Rizzo hit a two-run homer 
on Brewers reliever Josh Hader’s 35th and final pitch to give the Cubs a short-lived 3-2 lead in the 
eighth. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs slugger Anthony Rizzo becomes the first left-handed hitter to take Josh Hader deep 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Anthony Rizzo was unaware of the full significance of his two-run home run Monday against left-hander 
Josh Hader of the Brewers. 
 
Rizzo’s home run, which gave the Cubs a short-lived 3-2 lead in the eighth inning, was the first home run 
allowed by Hader to a left-handed hitter in the majors, covering a span of 157 plate appearances and 
131 at-bats in two seasons. 
 
“Really?” said Rizzo, who thought Yonder Alonso of the Indians had achieved the feat. “That’s cool. 
(Hader) is one of the best. It’s a tough matchup every time you go up there. He has a plus fastball and 
plus slider I was lucky to hit one there and put us ahead.” 
 
Before Rizzo’s home run, left-handed hitters were batting .079 (6-for-76) against Hader this season. 
 
Rizzo has hit a homer in consecutive games for the 31st time in his career and seventh this season. He 
has 12 home runs in his last 36 games, batting .353 with 25 RBIs during that span. 
 
Baffling balk: A series of goofy events in the fifth inning at first resulted in the Brewers’ Orlando Arcia 
receiving credit for a stolen base, then with Cubs second baseman Daniel Murphy being charged with an 
error for failing to catch a throw from first baseman Rizzo. Finally, Cubs pitcher Cole Hamels was charged 
with a balk. 
 
The official scorer was not informed of the balk until the sixth, which resulted in two earned runs being 
charged to Hamels. 
 
“I was trying to stay tall,” Hamels said. “Unfortunately, the umpire (Gabe Morales) thought I was 
(leaning) more toward home. It’s the type of play you have to use judgement. Even though I made the 
attempt to go to first, we still didn’t get him out.” 
 
Arcia scored the first of two runs in the fifth, snapping Hamels’ streak of 17 consecutive scoreless 
innings. 
 
Extra innings: Pitcher Luke Farrell was claimed on waivers by the Angels. … Relievers Rob Zastryzny and 
Cory Mazzoni cleared waivers and were outrighted to Triple-A Iowa. 
 
-- 
 



 

Chicago Tribune 
Brewers left-hander Wade Miley presents challenge for Cubs 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The addition of Daniel Murphy and recent contributions from Kyle Schwarber and Ian Happ have given 
the Cubs more favorable matchups against right-handed pitchers. 
 
But Tuesday’s night’s showdown against the Brewers presents a different challenge because they’ll be 
facing Wade Miley, one of the few times they’ll go up against a left-handed starter until they travel to 
Phoenix to play the Diamondbacks on Sept. 17-19. 
 
Maddon has committed to starting Addison Russell at shortstop for the second consecutive game if 
Russell’s right shoulder feels fine after starting Monday for the first time in more than two weeks. 
 
But some matchups might not be as obvious as they seem, especially since left-handed batters are 
hitting .269 against Miley, compared to right-handed batters having a .222 average. 
 
Albert Almora Jr. is 2-for-2 lifetime against Miley, so he would appear to be a logical candidate to start 
— especially after not starting in three consecutive games. 
 
But there are other curious considerations. Switch-hitter Ben Zobrist hasn’t started the past two games 
and would appear to be a lock to start Tuesday night, but he’s 1-for-13 lifetime against Miley. 
 
Anthony Rizzo has hit a home runs in consecutive games and is batting .353 with 12 home runs and 25 
RBIs in his last 36 games, but he’s 2-for-15 lifetime against Miley. 
 
Daniel Murphy has started in all but one of his first 12 games since joining the Cubs — with his lone rest 
occurring Wednesday against left-hander Jason Vargas of the Mets. But Murphy is 5-for-18 (.278) 
lifetime against Miley. 
 
Cubs left-hander Mike Montgomery induces plenty of contact, so defensive considerations could play an 
important role in the lineup as it did Monday when Javier Baez started at third base with left-hander 
Cole Hamels on the mound. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Tyler Chatwood faces an uncertain offseason: 'He doesn’t know where the ball is going right now' 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Manager Joe Maddon admits he doesn’t have any immediate answers for curing the wildness of pitcher 
Tyler Chatwood. 
 
And finding time for him work on his problems likely won’t occur soon as the Cubs are in the midst of 
trying to secure the National League Central title. 
 
“I’d like to believe (Chatwood would need) an offseason of just chilling out and become probably less 
mechanical, more external,” Maddon said Monday, one day after Chatwood walked five and hit a batter 
in 2 1/3 innings in his final rehab start for Triple-A Iowa. “Just seeing a target and throwing the baseball 
to it.” 
 



 

Maddon said the Cubs are still learning about Chatwood, who signed a three-year, $38 million contract 
last December and was activated from the 10-day disabled list after experiencing hip tightness. 
Chatwood’s control problems are acute and leave plenty of questions entering next spring about his 
status as a part of the rotation. 
 
“I don’t know how to say it,” Maddon said. “He doesn’t know where the ball is going right now on a 
consistent basis. We got to get him back to that. 
 
“If he can, the stuff is high end.” 
 
Chatwood has walked 93 in 101 2/3 innings. There were warning signs last season even though his 2.57 
ERA was the second-lowest road ERA in the National League over the past two seasons. Chatwood threw 
only 58 percent first-pitch strikes last season. 
 
“It’s not where he’s pitching, it’s just where the ball is going,” Maddon said. “More than anything, we 
got to get him back in the (strike) zone.” 
 
Maddon acknowledged Chatwood would receive plenty of attention in the offseason, but that it was too 
early to make a decision on his role in 2019. 
 
“We’ll try to make our best guess going into spring training,” Maddon said. “We hope there’s that 
epiphany that arises and all of a sudden the ball is going where it wants to again. But it’s hard to really 
evaluate, based on what we’ve seen to this point.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Joe Maddon: Ben Zobrist deserves the NL Comeback Player of Year honor 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Matt Kemp hit a game-winning three-run home run and a two-run walkoff double in consecutive games 
this weekend. 
 
But Cubs manager Joe Maddon stopped short of anointing the Dodgers outfielder as National League 
Comeback Player of the Year. 
 
“Kemp has been comeback player of the week,” Maddon said. “It’s an easy thing to write right now.” 
 
Maddon acknowledges that Kemp, who is batting .284 with 19 home runs and 74 RBIs, is performing 
well. But Maddon believes that versatile veteran Ben Zobrist is more deserving of honors. 
 
“It’s the flavor of the week,” Maddon said Monday. “What Zo has done all year, and his age (37) and 
everything else, is that guy. Look at the positions he players, the versatility he provides. Until we got 
Daniel (Murphy), Zo set the tone offensively for this team. 
 
“I know Javy (Baez’s) numbers are wonderful. But the at-bat that Zo has laid out every night that he 
plays is different, and he’s influenced a lot of guys.” 
 
Kemp was slowed by leg injuries that limited him to 115 games with the Braves last year, in which he hit 
.276 with 19 home runs and 64 RBIs. Kemp lost 40 pounds in the offseason following his trade to the 
Dodgers. 



 

 
Zobrist has rebounded from a painful wrist injury that limited him to a .232 batting average in 128 
games. Zobrist is third in the NL with a .310 batting average and fifth with a .388 on-base percentage. 
 
“For me, Zo really epitomizes what that award should be,” Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
 


